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Abstract: The reform of classroom teaching mode of JSP Programming aims at 

establishing students’critical thinking and cultivating learning habits of daring to 

question and being good at questioning. In classroom teaching, a large number of 

project cases are introduced, teaching means and teaching platforms are diversified, 

which breaks the limitation of students' learning time and space, and enables students 

to understand the importance of active learning while improving their programming 

skills. Sex, and exercise students’ thinking and "questioning" ability, so as to further 

enhance the practical ability and engineering analysis ability of this major. 
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1. Introduction 

JSP (Java Server Pages) is a technical standard pioneered by Sun Microsystems, a 

company that is involved in creating Web Pages that enable software developers to 

dynamically generate documents in HTML, XML, or other formats in response to client 

requests. With the rapid development of Internet technology, the widespread 

application of e-commerce and the vigorous development of Internet of things 

engineering, the society has an increasing demand for Web application development 

talents, and JSP programming is the core course of IT technology training with strong 

applicability. At present, some colleges and universities have opened the course JSP 

programming. Through the study of the course, students can understand and master 

the programming methods of JavaEE, establish a solid theoretical foundation, and 

master the ability to analyze and design programs for complex engineering problems 

using JavaEE programming technology. Through the study of this course, students can 

preliminarily master the ability of enterprise project design based on JavaEE and 

engage in the development of enterprise project based on JavaEE. At the same time, 

computer science and technology are developing continuously, and the research and 

reform of computer teaching have never stopped. "JSP programming" course teaching 
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process, there are still some related problems, such as the timely update of course 

cases, teachers' teaching ideas to broaden, teaching mode innovation and so on. All 

these need to be explored and reformed in the process of teaching practice. 

 

2. The main content of the reform 

(1) Teachers should straighten out the teaching ideas, optimize the teaching content 

and design the teaching plan of each class. 

(2) Students can establish critical thinking and develop the learning habit of daring to 

question and being good at questioning. On this basis, the theory can be well applied 

to practical engineering projects, to obtain a sense of achievement. 

(3) The assessment method should be personalized and diversified, so as to stimulate 

students' initiative to study independently, explore a diversified evaluation system of 

students' learning effects, establish formative evaluation and summative evaluation 

mechanism, and realize the evaluation of teaching effects, emphasize the status of 

students' learning subjectivity, and fully mobilize students' learning enthusiasm. 

 

3. General idea of reform 

Applying the creative learning concept to the classroom teaching reform of JSP 

program design is helpful for teachers to clarify their teaching ideas and formulate the 

classroom teaching plan that is suitable for social development and 

application-oriented talent training. It is conducive to cultivating students' innovative 

thinking, good independent learning ability, independent thinking ability and practical 

ability to solve practical engineering projects, and striving to overcome some 

disadvantages of traditional teaching mode. 

(1) Completed the design and writing of teaching plans and experimental instructions. 

The teacher carefully completes the pre-class teaching plan and the experimental 

instruction book writing, thus straightens out the teaching thought, optimizes the 

teaching content. 

(2) Optimize the setting of cases that are in line with actual engineering projects. 

Teachers set many targeted questions in the class process and homework arrangement 

after class, which all require students to think independently, thus leading students to 

establish critical thinking and develop the learning habit of daring to question and being 

good at questioning. 

(3) Establish and implement two learning evaluation mechanisms focusing on 

centralized written scoring and face-to-face personalized communication and 

evaluation in the computer room. For the classroom homework and extracurricular 

homework submitted by students, the teacher takes the method of correcting and 

directly announces it to the whole class in the computer room. Practice has proved that 
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this method will attract the attention of the class students, they will express envy to the 

excellent students, and they will go to watch and discuss excellent works. This can 

stimulate students' learning enthusiasm. On the other hand, because this course is 

opened directly in the computer room, when students are writing code, the teacher will 

randomly pay attention to the source code of a student, and can directly instruct and 

evaluate the students' homework one-on-one with the students, so as to narrow the 

distance with the students and improve their interest in this course. 

The specific reform content includes before class, after class and in class, the three 

complement each other to better strengthen the classroom teaching effect. 

 

4. Major achievements of the reform 

(1) Completed the design and preparation of source code of course cases, teaching 

plans and experimental instructions, and optimized the setting of cases in line with 

actual engineering projects. Teachers earnestly before writing lesson plans and 

experimental instruction, to straighten out the teaching idea, optimize teaching 

contents in class teachers process, and has set up a lot of after-school homework 

assignments specific problems, these problems require students to independent 

thinking, this guide students critical thinking, dared to question and good at 

questioning learning habit. 

(2) Established and built the course network platform of JSP programming, which was 

awarded the school-level excellent online course. In the platform, students can query 

and download various teaching resources of the course, such as teaching PPT, teaching 

source code, textbook exercises reference answer, network homework database, test 

paper database, q&a statistics and other information. Teachers can count students' 

online learning status online. In addition, the teacher also made the WeChat public 

platform and collected the WeChat public platform of this course set by famous 

professors in China for students to learn after class. Students can choose their own 

learning according to their learning ability, so as to cultivate students' independent 

learning ability and break the limitation of learning time and space. The platform 

functions and resources are shown in table 1. 

(3) Set up and implemented two learning evaluation mechanisms focusing on written 

evaluation and face-to-face personalized communication and evaluation in the 

computer room. For the classroom homework and extracurricular homework submitted 

by students, the teacher takes the method of correcting and directly announces it to 

the whole class in the computer room. Practice has proved that this method will attract 

the attention of the class students, they will express envy to the excellent students, and 

they will go to watch and discuss excellent works. This can stimulate students' learning 

enthusiasm. On the other hand, because this course is opened directly in the computer 
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room, when students are writing code, the teacher will randomly pay attention to the 

source code of a student, and can directly instruct and evaluate the students' 

homework one-on-one with the students, so as to narrow the distance with the 

students and improve their interest in this course. 

(4) In the course of curriculum construction, the teacher guided the students to 

participate in the discipline competition related to the course. Five students majoring in 

Internet of things and five students majoring in computer won the third prize and the 

second prize in the provincial college students' e-commerce competition. Two 

computer students won the first prize and the second prize of C/C++ programming 

design of Blue Bridge cup national software and information technology talents 

Zhejiang competition area; Some students have applied for the university's open 

laboratory project. I applied for the soft book "mobile learning software development 

and classroom application research of public elective courses -- taking" web design and 

production "as an example", which is also an embodiment of the practical application of 

"JSP programming" course. 

 

5. Practical application and promotion 

(1) The project leader was recognized by the students in the course of classroom 

teaching of the course in the iot engineering class, and the students' feedback on the 

regular teaching information of students in the school can be seen. 

(2) In the entire project construction process, the open class in the classroom, the 

student group has formed a multiple discipline competition team, declare the related 

project of the laboratory in the school, students use extra-curricular time in lab building 

wireless Internet city laboratory, such as independent innovation laboratory study on 

the related content, some students participated in the teacher's horizontal topic, get a 

lot of exercise. Teachers also do not regularly guide the classroom teaching extended 

to extracurricular practice, the effect is good. 

(3) The course has been offered in relevant classes, and the reform concept and 

operation of the project have been extended to some similar courses of relevant majors, 

such as Java language programming and C language programming. Practice has 

proved that during the implementation of the project, students have understood the 

necessity and importance of active learning, exercised their thinking ability and 

improved their "questioning" ability. The research results of the project can also lay a 

solid foundation for the project team members and teachers to further study the 

classroom teaching methods of programming courses. 
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Table 1  Course autonomous learning platform navigation 
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